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The Headsets TWS V5.1 Wireless Headset is a high-quality wireless earbud that provides a seamless listening
experience. To ensure that users can operate and pair the earbuds with ease, this page provides detailed
instructions on how to use the earbuds and charger case. The product specifications are also outlined, including
the earbud’s wireless version, working distance, battery type, and charging time. Additionally, the page offers tips
on how to care for and maintain the earbuds to prolong their lifespan. A FAQ section is also included, which
answers common questions about the product’s features and functionality. With this comprehensive guide, users
can quickly learn how to use and enjoy their Headsets TWS V5.1 Wireless Headset to its fullest potential.
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Headsets TWS V5.1 Wireless Headset

Specification of Earbuds

1. Product Name: TWS V5.1

2. Wireless version: V5.1

3. Protocol: Supports HFP 1.7, HSP 1.2, AVRCP 1.6, SPP 1.2 and PBAP 1.0

4. Speaker Diameter: 8mm

5. Working distance: 10m-20m

6. Call Time: 5-6H (1 time full charged)

7. Play Music Time: 5-6H (1 time full charged)

8. Standby time:650H (With charger case)

9. Frequency:2402MHz-2480MHz

10. Battery type: 3.7V, >50mA Li Battery

11. Charging Time: 1-2H

12. Working Temperature: -10°-55°



Specification of charger case:

1. Input current: 5V-1A

2. Output current: 5V-1A

3. Battery type: 3.7V

4. Charging time:1-2H

Earbud indicator li
ght

Lights up red when charging, and red light when fully charged. The charging case flashes 
green and the light is off after charging.

Charging case indi
cator light The charging flashes green light, and the light is off after charging.

Earbud signal nam
e “L” Headset signal name: TWS V5.1″R” Headset signal name: TWS V5.1

How to operate the earbuds:

1. Make sure that the charging case has electricity. If the charging compartment is out of power, please fully
charge the charging compartment;(Pick up the two earbuds and put them back on the cover. The charging
compartment indicator lights up to indicate that there is power. If it does not light, it means no power.)
2. Take the two earbuds out of the charging case and wear them on the left and right ears respectively. The
earphones will automatically turn on and automatically pair;(Voice prompt: power on, left channel, right channel,
waiting for connection).
3. Turn on the phone Bluetooth and click on the connection pair name “TWS V5.1” to connect (voice prompt
“Connected”).

How to pairing

Warming remain

For the first time to use the earbuds or for a long time to no use, please charge the charging case and earphones
before, Please keep it in an unobstructed and effective environment within 10 meters. Otherwise, it may be stuck
and disconnected.

Indicator description:



1. Charge the earbuds: Put the earbuds into the charging case and cover it to charge.

earbuds indicator: Lights up red when charging, and red light when fully charged. The charging case flashes

green and the light is off after charging.

2. Charge the charging case: Plug the SV/1A USB into the charging port to charge. During charging, the middle

digit of the charging stand display indicates the charging case power. When the number is displayed as “100” ,

the battery is fully charged.

Charging case indicator light: The charging flashes green light, and the light is off after charging.

3. Charge to the mobile phone;  3 Charge the mobile phone: Connect USB Cable to USB port of case to charge

the mobile ChargingCase indicator light: Light will turn green when charging and turn off when fully charged.

Warming remain

For the first time to use the earbuds or for a long time to no use, please charge the charging case and earphones
before, Please keep it in an unobstructed and effective environment within 10 meters. Otherwise, it may be stuck
and disconnected.

Indicator description:

CI Charge the earbuds: Put the earbuds into the charging case and cover it to charge.
earbuds indicator: Lights up red when charging, and red light when fully charged. The charging case flashes
green and the light is off after charging.

1. C) Charge the charging case: Plug the SV/1A USB into the charging port to charge. During charging, the

middle digit of the charging stand display indicates the charging case power. When the number is displayed as

“100”, the battery is fully

Charging case indicator light: The charging flashes green light, and the light is off after charging.

1. C) Charge to the mobile phone; 3 Charge the mobile phone: Connect USB Cable to USB port of case to charge

the mobile ChargingCase indicator light: Light will turn green when charging and turn off when fully charged

In master-slave synchronous binaural mode, double-click on one of the headphones is the previous song, and
double-click the other headset is the next song!



The functions of volume + / – are as follows: quickly triple-tap “a” for volume +, and triple-click “B” for volume-

Single Earbud Mode

Version 5.1 can achieve seamless connection, master-slave synchronization, no need to distinguish the primary
and secondary. At present, single-ear use does not need to switch signals, only need to connect a good signal
name for the first time, and then take out any earphone, can automatically complete the connection. There is no
need to pair single ear connections separately. If a single ear signal is connected separately, which makes it
impossible to use both ears, you only need to delete one ear signal, Team up again manually once again!

Headset signal name

“L” Headset signal name: TWS V5.1
“R” Headset signal name: TWS V5.1

If you can’t use both ears, you just need to delete the single ear signal and manually form a team again! (team
building method: turn on two headphones at the same time, double-click any one of them, wait until one of the
headphones lights out, and then it is finished.)

Special Note: The two earbuds are well-paired before packaged, but if they can not be paired well due to some
wrong operations, pls. do as following steps to re-pair the earbuds. Power of the two earbuds, then press the
button of the two earbuds at the same time and do not release for about 10s, blue lights sparkled —-> red and
blue lights sparkled alternatively —> release —>two earbuds are in the situation of paired, and they are ready for
phone searching.

Note: This operation also clears the team record between the phone and the earbuds, so you need to



delete the Bluetooth pairing record before the phone and then search for the connection again.

Care and maintenance:

1. To avoid any misoperation caused by collision put the earbud in a charging case before putting in your pocket

2. Do not use an abrasive cleaner to clean the Bluetooth earbuds.

3. Do not expose the Bluetooth earbuds to excessive temperature.

4. Do not expose the earbud under the blazing sun for a long time

5. Do not let the Bluetooth earbuds be close to the fire source.

6. Do not drop, bump, scratch, twist, tap, crush, or put into the water.

7. Keep away from magnets, appliances, and speakers when using Bluetooth earbuds

8. Do not place the Bluetooth earbuds in extreme temperature (use ambient operating temperature range -10°C-

55°C)

9. Do not expose the Bluetooth earbuds to moisture.

10. If you do not use the Bluetooth earbuds for a long time, please charge it fully and charge it once a week to

extend the life of the Bluetooth earbuds.

Safety guidance:

1. please use the standard 5V charger (4.9-5.5V)

2. Do not place the charging case and the Bluetooth earbuds next to the flammable explosives.

3. Do not disassemble the charging case and Bluetooth earbuds, or insert other items into the product to avoid

damage to the product or even cause harm to you.

Serious warning:

Do not use this product while charging. Please use the adapter specified by the manufacturer to charge the
product. Do not disassemble the built-in lithium battery. Do not let the metal contact or short the electrode. Do not
touch or squeeze the battery to avoid Place in a humid or hot (>60 ° C) environment.

Warranty Card

Warranty certificate, please fill in and keep it safely

ProductName______________________

 

Sales date _________________________

Shope ____________________________

After sale servic_____________________

Packing details:



Item Name Quantity

Bluetooth earbuds 2pcs

Charger case 1pcs

User manual 1pcs

Eartips 2pcs

Use charger line 1pcs

FAQS

Why won’t my earbuds stay in my ears?

“If your ear canal is ‘too big,’ then there’s nothing for the earbuds to sit against, so they’ll fall out very
easily,” Dr. Voigt. “And if the ear canal is ‘too small,’ the earbud won’t be able to go in deep enough to fit properly,
so it can pop out.”

Does TWS damage your ears?

While these little sonic feeding tubes can ease our minds and moods with satisfying sounds, they can also
damage our hearing

Why is my TWS blinking red?

If your headphones are flashing red or amber, it usually means the battery is running low. An orange light may
mean the battery is at a medium level and you need to charge the headphones in a few hours. It may also mean
that the headphones are currently charging.

Can you sleep with TWS earbuds?

Yes, there is no harm in wearing headphones while sleeping, just as long as your earbuds are comfortable enough
to keep from disrupting you during the night. Listening to music or a relaxing podcast before you go to bed can
lower your heart rate, and keep your mind from thinking about your daily stressors.

Do TWS earbuds fall out?

While they’re usually specifically designed to sit securely inside your ears, wireless earbuds can certainly fall out.

What are the disadvantages of TWS?

While TWS Earbuds are wireless, taking it down to talk to someone in public is quite a hassle as you will have to
take out your casing and putting your earbuds in the case itself. However, the higher range of TWS earbuds now
have hear through or environmental hearing to aid that problem.

Why is my TWS won’t pair?

Turn off Bluetooth setting on your device. Remove earbuds from case, they will turn on automatically. Double
press both the left and the right earbuds simultaneously to sync them manually. NOTE: if it doesn’t work the first
time, try it again.

Is TWS V5 1 waterproof?

[IPX7 Waterproof and Sweat-proof]: Don’t wofry about sweating during exercise Can also be worn when taking a
bath,multi-process design of the head body Effectively prevents sweat from damaging components.

Is TWS a good brand?



If you want the answer in one line: yes, they are good. If you compare them to ordinary Bluetooth earphones,
they have many advantages. First of all, they have a true wireless structure.

How do you know when TWS earbuds are fully charged?

The charging earbuds will flash red lights until fully charged. Once fully charged the red light will turn off.

Why is my TWS not charging?

Inspect the charging port of your headphones for any damage like bent connectors or bent metal. Also, make sure
that the port itself isn’t loose when you touch it, as this could be a sign that the connectors have detached from the
headset.0

What is TWS button?

It’s called True Wireless Stereo (TWS), and it’s a unique Bluetooth feature that will let you enjoy true stereo
sound quality without the use of cables or wires. TWS works as follows: You pair a primary Bluetooth speaker to
your preferred Bluetooth-enabled audio source.

Why do people use TWS?

Real Wireless Stereo (TWS) is so named because it allows you to experience true stereo sound quality without
the usage of cords or wires.

What is difference between Bluetooth and wireless headphones?

The primary difference lies in how the headphones connect to a media player. While Bluetooth headphones use
short-range radio waves to transmit audio signals, wireless headphones can use radio waves, infrared, internal
memory, or KleerNet.

Why is TWS so expensive?

Since the expensive TWS earbuds have Active Noise Cancellation or other background-restricting mechanisms
the final call quality is as good as a phone’s microphone. So if you need a good call quality from your next wireless
earbuds then go for a higher number of mics on offer and noise cancellation.

What is the difference between TWS and AirPods?

 The Apple AirPods Pro Truly Wireless are better in-ears than the JBL Live Free NC+ TWS True Wireless. While
both have a comfortable fit, the Apple are better-built, their ANC can block out more ambient noise, and they have
higher total battery life.
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